O H I O VA L L EY H I S TO RY
Elvira Powers, who worked in the North and the South, tried to help two Native American veterans who were returning to their homes in the North, the three of them communicating in sign language. We get brief, fascinating glimpses of other people caught up in the war. Julia Dunlap met an enlisted man, a Spanish immigrant whose full name is unknown, as he worried about his children left in the wartime equivalent of foster care in Philadelphia. Dunlap, who felt some compassion for the Spaniard, nevertheless insulted an Irish American woman, reminding us of the unpredictable nature of prejudice among white Americans from all regions.
Elvira Powers is one of the more perceptive women in the book. Little is known about her background except that she came from New England and attended the Universalist Church. She labored in the wartime South as a nurse, a teacher, and an assistant in a home for white southern refugees, all of it recounted in her book, Hospital Pencillings: Being a Diary while in Jefferson General Hospital, Jefferson, Ind., and Others at Nashville, Tennessee, as Matron and Visitor (1866) . Gifted with acute powers of observation, she composed memorable descriptions of the natural world and the various human beings she encountered in her work. Powers sympathized with white southern civilians who contended with homelessness, hunger, physical sickness, and mental illness. Yet Wardrop does not provide any context from the scholarship on the wartime environment or on wartime refugees. The entire book would have benefited from a stronger context from the scholarship on the history of medicine.
The author, a professor of English, is primarily concerned with the "rhetorical tactics" and "narrative strategies" these nurses employed as they told their stories (5, 28 
Confederate Cities
The Urban South during the Civil War Era Andrew L. Slap and Frank Towers, eds. F or more than a century after Appomattox, cities barely featured in popular or scholarly narratives of the Confederacy. Lost Cause explanations helped solidify the memory of a rural South worn down by the endless resources of the urban North. This perspective cast a long shadow over our understanding of the Confederacy and the degree to which urban history could also be southern history. Thankfully, since the 1990s a rich vein of scholarship has shown the deep compatibility of slavery and capitalism, rediscovered southern and Confederate urban spaces, and helped make works like Confederate Cities possible.
Editors Frank Towers and Andrew L. Slap explain that these past insights allow them to now address exactly "how southern cities as cities affected the Civil War and in turn how the conflict affected the urban South" (286). Their volume succeeds through eleven highly readable essays that cover an impressive range of topics-secession, nationalism, gender, emancipation, education, and environment-across a satisfying variety of locales: Richmond, New Orleans, Atlanta, Memphis, Natchez, Mobile, and Hampton Roads.
The first half of the collection applies an urban lens to offer new perspectives on persistent debates in Confederate history. J. Matthew Gallman and David Molte-Hansen begin by asking how southern cities shaped the outbreak and course of the conflict. Gallman grapples with the reality that the South's urban growth paled in comparison to the North's. While it offered some strategic advantages, Gallman concludes that the Confederacy's limited urban network "would inhibit its chances of winning the Civil War" (43). Moltke-Hansen eschews sectional comparison to argue that the antebellum South experienced a vital internal process of what Louis Kyriakoudes has called "lower-order urbanization" (47). Many settlements with populations too small to be considered truly urban nonetheless grew significantly thanks to improvements in key services such as transport and communication. Moltke-Hansen believes this "multiplication of urban functions" proved essential in the foundation and subsequent viability of the Confederacy (66).
Frank Towers and T. Lloyd Benson posit urban mentalities as an obstacle to secession. Antebellum urban boosters claimed that cities such as Baltimore, Charleston, and Richmond each had potential to be the "New York of the South." Secessionists pleaded that such dreams could become reality only in a separate nation, but Towers argues that the "divergence between urban and nationalist conceptions of the South's collective purpose surely hampered efforts to mobilize the full resources of the Confederacy" (93). Benson's comparative analysis of gendered rhetoric in nation building similarly maintains that the "cosmopolitanism, complexity, and dynamism" of cities clashed with nationalists' calls for "cultural distinctiveness, homogeneity, and tradition" (99). The claim that urban-rural divides hurt the Confederate project is intriguing, and these essays suggest it merits further consideration.
Keith Spalding-a Union soldier in New Orleansto argue that key aspects of urban male culture transcended the sectional divide. In the bars and brothels of the city, the Democratic Spalding felt immediately comfortable living the same rough masculinity he had embraced in several northern cities. Both essays suggest that conceptions of gender, often seen as divided primarily along sectional lines, had important urban-rural dimensions. The later essays move past the war to explore the dramatic consequences of emancipation for the urban South. Andrew Slap shows how the increase in Memphis's African American population-17.1 percent prewar to over 60 percent by 1865-helped benefit black veterans. These former soldiers built lasting social and professional networks in the city that allowed 93 percent of Memphis's African American veterans to secure pensions compared to 75 percent of all black troops. Justin Behrend examines the astonishing revolution of life in Natchez, where the political mobilization of former slaves transformed the uses and meaning of urban spaces. By 1867, former slaves attended Republican Party rallies at the Natchez courthouse, where a few years prior they had been sold at auction. The repurposing of Confederate spaces that Behrend describes also features prominently in Hilary N. Green's explanation of how African Americans, Creoles, and northern benevolent organizations combined to improve educational opportunities in Mobile. Green tells us how "old symbols of slavery became spaces for learning" as schools sprang up in a former slave auction mart and a wartime Confederate hospital (216). Readers may well ponder how such instances might inform current debates over Confederate symbols.
The final essays look explicitly at how war shaped the cities of the New South. William A. Link details the growth of Atlanta's industry and infrastructure during the conflict and describes how Sherman's burning of the city only enhanced its postwar stature. John Majewski contends that Hampton Roads's growth faltered before the war due to the combination of slavery's requirements, poor soils, and an inhospitable climate. The subsequent extensive economic growth resulted not from factors internal to the South but from northern investment and the dawn of emancipation. Both authors reiterate a recurrent theme of the volume: that the Civil War opened "doors previously closed" to African Americans and that after the war, cities offered former slaves more "political, educational, and community building opportunities," than the rural South (255, 289) .
This highly recommended collection succeeds in the sizeable task of presenting individual essays, with their own discrete arguments, that nonetheless speak to a collective purpose. The authors suggest how Confederate cities affected the war and, most effectively, the manifold ways that the conflict shaped the character and composition of the urban landscape of the New South. This compelling volume consistently provides new evidence and new approaches to core questions in both Civil War and urban history.
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